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ABSTRACT. We introduce a new interpolation at Chebyshev nodes. The usual Hermite interpolation is

the limit case ofour new interpolation as h 0
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1. INTRODUCTION
In many cases we do not know whether the interpolated function is differentiable or we only know

the values of the interpolated function at nodes. Then, how do we construct an interpolation to describe

the interpolated function better9 In [1], the author introduced a new kind of interpolation (0, 6M)
interpolation LM> (f, x) for 2r-periodic function at nodes xk 2kr/n(k 0, 1 n 1), such that

L<M) (f xk) f(xk),
6ML<nM)(f, xk) 6Mf(xk) (k O,l,...,n- 1),

where

6f(x) 61f(x) f(x + h)- f(x h),
6Mf(x) 6(6M-If(x)), (M >_ 2,0 < h <

The usual Birkhoff and Hermite interpolations are the limit cases as h 0

From this it is natural to ask whether the similar interpolation problem of non-periodic function b)
algebraic polynomials has a unique solution. If the answer is positive, what are the explicit formulae of

fundamental polynornials9 In this paper we will answer these questions for Chebyshev nodes in Sections

2 and 3 respectively In Section 4, we will consider the convergence.

2. REGULARITY OF THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM
Let T, (z) =cosnO (x=cos0) be the Chebyshev polynomial and zk cos 0k cos(2k- 1)Tr/(2n)

(k 1, n) its zeros. Our interpolation problem is

P: For any two given sets of complex numbers {ak} and {k}, whether or not there exists a

unique algebraic polynomial/,-1 (x) of order at most 2n 1 such that

rn,,-1 (c.o(Ok-h/2))-rn,_ Ic,,(Ok+h/2)) (2 a)
h,,.o #, ( , n).

Taking a limit as h 0 in (2.1 a), we have

rr,-l(Z) ,
jO/2n-I (=k) k, ( I, n) (2 lb)

which are the conditions for Hermite interpolation

Hermite interpolation.

Hence, this interpolation is a generalization of
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We have the following

TItEOREM 2.1. The interpolation problem P always has a unique solution

PROOF. Set, for an algebraic polynomial r2,-1 of order at most 2n 1,

2n-1

_(0) _(cos0) + a cos0,
3=1

Then r,_ is a cosine polynomial of order at most 2n 1.

It is obvious that Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to the system of equations

2n-1
r__ (0) + 2 a cos jO O,

2=1

h/2r2n_l(Ok)= --2 assinjhsinjO =0, (k= ,n).
3=1

(22)

From the first set of equations of (2.2)_
(o) 7 + ojo +

_
o( j)o

O= O=

n-1

+ (a _)cosjo o, n (23)

(23) shows that the following trigonometric polynomial oforder < n 1

n-1

+ % o._)o0
1=1

has 2n zeros in 7r, rr) 0 + Ok (k 1, n) Hence, we must have

a,o O, a a2n-3 O, j 1 n 1. (24)

On the other hand, from the second set of equations in (2.2) it is easy to see that

/( 1 l(2n-j)h)sin30kh/2r2n-1 (Ok) 2 a sin jh + a_ sin, 3=1

+a,sin=nhsinnO, =0 k l, n. (2.5)

Therefore the trigonometric polynomial of order < n

n__l ( 1 21 ) 1
a sin jh + a,,_ sin (2n j)h sin jO + a, sin nh sin nO

0=1

has 2n + 1 zeros: 0 O; 0 :t: 0k (k 1, n). Hence, we have

1 1 1
(2n-j)h=O,an sin nh O, a. sin jh + a,.,_ sin 3 1 n- 1. (2.6)

Solving the system of (2.4) and (2.6) and observing that

1 1
(2n- j)h > O,sinjh>0 and sin

we obtain

aa=O, j=O, 1,...,2n-1.

QED
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3. FUNDAMENTAL POLYNOMIALS OF THE INTERPOLATION
Our main result is the following
THEOREM 3.1. The fundamental polynomials p,.,(x) and q,(x) satisfying the following

conditions

p,,, (cos e)
6/),(cose) 0, (m,/ ,...,n)

and

q.,(cose) 0,, 5,, (, k 1,..., n) (32)

respectively, are given by

+ cosjO (z=cosO)
:, sin jh + sin (2n j)h

(33)

and

h
q.., (=) cos jS, (x cos 8).

n :=, sin jh + sin (2n j)h
(34)

PROOF. First, we prove the polynomial p,(x) satisfies (3.1). Using the following identity

’- } 2k-1E COS join COS jOk 6kin, Ok
2n

3=1
7r, (k,m 1,...,n). (3 5)

we have

p,(cosO,)
2 { 1 - sin(2n-j)hcsjO’

cosjO+= sinjh+sin(2n-j)h
"- sin jh cos(2n j)O

cos(2n j)O }4- E sin jh + sin 1/2 (2n j)h3=1

+
,= i h + i ( lh

cosO- sin jh cos join
COS jOk }"+

sin h + sin (2n j)h3=1

n
+ cosjO cosjO .

And

6p.,(cosOk) 4_. 2. sin(2n j)hcosjO..,
,, __

i. + i. 1/2(,, j)

4 sinjhsin(2n-j)h-- :=1 sjh+sin(2n-j)h
4 sinjhsin(2n-j)h

+-
n := sin jh + sin } (2n j)h

:0.

1
sin jh sin jOk

cosje, sin

cos(2n- j)0, sin(2n- j)0,

Similarly, using the identity
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sin nora sin nOk + sin join sin jOk
3=1

k,m 1, rt, (3 6)

we can prove (3 4) satisfies (3 2) Q E D

4. CONVERGENCE OF TIlE INTERPOLATION
For f E 67[ 1, 1] define the following operators

Sr(f,z)
k= = h sin Ok

qk(:r) (4 la)

and

sn(f,x) f(Xk)pk(X),
k=l

(4 2a)

which satisfy the following conditions

Sn(f, Zk) f(Zk)
,5S,(.f, COSOk) ,5f(cosOk) (k 1,...,n) (4 3a)

and

zk) f(Zk)
6S,.,(f COSOk) 0 k 1,...,n.

Ifwe take limits in (4 a)-(4 4a), we have for f E C1[ 1,1]

Hn(f,x) f(Zk)Pk(x) -I"
k=l k=l

(44a)

(4 Ib)

and for f E (7[- 1, 1]

;(f,z) f()e(), (4 2b)

which satisfies the following conditions

H,.,(f,:r.) f(zk)
H’n(f,:r,k f’(:r.k), (k, 1,...,rt) (4 3b)

and

i’(S,) 0, ( 1,...,,) (4 4b)

respectively. Obviously,

sin n(O + Ok)1 sin n(O Ok) +
4n sin 1/2 (O Ok) sin (O + O)

and
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sin0kQk(z) 2i_rnoqk(z) , sinj0k cos j0
3=1

sin 0k cos n0

n(cosO- cosec)"

Operators H, (f, z) and F, (f, x) are the famous Hermite and Hermite-Fej6r operators respectively (see
[2] and [31)

Now we state our main results in this section.

TIIEOREM 4.1. If c is a constant (0 < c < 1) and h cTr/n, then we have for f E C[- 1,1]

f(z) S.(f,z) O(E,2._(f)logn),

where En(f) is the best approximation of f by algebraic polynomials of order < n and the sign "O" is

independent of f, n and z

TIIEOREM 4.2. If p is a constant (0<p<l) and 0<h<pTr/n, then we have for

f EC[-1,1]

f(z) s,.,(f,z) 0 ca f, - + k------ (4 6)
k=l

where the sign "O" is independent of h, f, n and z

In order to prove the above theorems, we need some lemmas

LEMMA 4.1. The following estimates are valid.

lpk(x)l =O(1)
k=l

(4 7)

and

Iqk(x)l
0 l____n

sin Ok
(48)

We omit the proof since it is similar to the one in

LEMMA 4.2. Let 1 < j < n satisfy that

inf IO oI IO oI
l<k<n

and let k Jl. Then

:j)Ip(z)l 0

and

Ip(=)l o(x).

PROOF. It is clear that

pk(x) n 1 + cosj(O Ok)
j:l sin 1/2 jh + sin (2n j)h

1 sin j)h
+ nn 1 + 2’ sin 1/2 jh + sin (2n j)h

cos j(O + Ok)
3=1

:= I + I2.

(4 9)

(4 10)

Denote the Fej6r kernel by
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sin 1/2 :r

Then we have the following identity

(j + 1)a3+l(Z) 2jets(z) + (j- 1)a3-1(x) 2 cos3x.

By (4 12), we have

1 sin(2n- 1)h
I1 nn L1 2

sin h -+- sin (2n 1)h
al(O

sin(n 1)h+
sinh + sin(n 1)h al(O

1 sin h
+ nn sin 1/2 h + sin (2n 1)h

2na2r,(O

sin h
+

sin h + sin(n 1)h
(2n 1)a2,_1 (0 Ok)

2 sin h

sin h + sin 1/2(2n- 1)h
(2n-

+ nn
3=9_ sin 1/2(j 1)h + sin (2n .7 + 1)h

2 sin 1/2(2n j)h
sin jh, + sin (2n j)h

sin 1/2(2n j 1)h
+

sin (j + 1)h + sin 1/2 (2n j 1)h /
ja3(O Ok)

:= Ill + 112 + 113.

It is obvious that

1 2 sin h
Ill

sin h + sin (2n 1)h sinh+sin(n-1)h
=0 -5

Observing that for 0 < h < pr/n, (0 < p < 1)

sin h
sin h + sin(n 1)h

we obtain

112=0 n2sin2(O_Ok)
=0

n2(O_Ok)2

(-0
k-Jl g (kC:j).

Set

Since, by

sin 1/2(2n- x)h (0 < x < 2n).u(z)
sin zh + sin (2n x)h’

we have

(4 12)

(4 13)

(4 14)

(4.15)
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3=2

Combining (4 13)-(4 16) yields

Similarly, using that

(4 16)

we can prove that

(1)fl =O (kTj). (4 17)

1 1
sin (0 + 0k) _> sin (0 0k),

(1)h =O (k-j). (4 18)

Hence (4 9) follows from (4 11) and (4.17)-(4 18)
As to (4 10), it is a consequence of (4 7) Q.E.D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. Denote by N,_I(z) the best approximation polynomial of order

< 2n 1 for function f(z).

Ill(z) ._a (X) [_l,al E2n-1 (f).

Then according to Theorem 2.1, we have

it;lr_l (Z’) ,S’r(.r_l,.,).

Hence (4 5) follows from (4 7), (4.8) and the following relation

f(:r)- S’.(f,:r) f(:r)- ._(:r)q- ,5’n(p,_ f,:r).

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2. Sincesn(1, x) pk(z), we have
k=l

f(x) sn(f,x) If(x)- f(Xk)]pk(X)-I-If(x)- f(x3)]p:(X ).
k= l,kT.l

Using (4 9), (4.10), and the known results (see [4])

QED

we can easily obtain (4.6) Q.E.D
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